SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATION
1. EUROPEAN MOTOBALL JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP 2018
ORGANIZING FEDERATION
FMNR: Motorcycle Federation of Russia (MFR)

EMN 521/02

Moscow, 107023, Bolshaya Semenovskaya str., 40A.

Organizer:

Sports Department of Vladimir Region Administration
59, Prospekt Lenina, 600000 Vladimir, Russian Federation
Tel. +7 4922 34 21 76 E-mail: ds@avo.ru

Dates of the Event: 09-12.08.2018
This Championship will be run in accordance with FIM-Europe Sporting Code and Annexes
075 and 076
Place of the Event: Kovrov city, Vladimir Region
Ice Palace "Kovrovets", 601915, Kovrov city, Vladimir Region, Elovaya street, 1
Access from Moscow: Motorway M7
Direction: North-East
COMPETITION
1st EUROPEAN MOTOBALL JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP
ACCOMODATION
The hotel "Kovrov", 601900, Kovrov City, Vladimir Region, Uritsky street 14
Participants: The Event is open to national teams of Belarus, Germany, France, Lithuania,
The Netherlands, Russia and Ukraine
Team composition: Each national team consists of maximum 18 persons as follows:
1 Delegate (Member of the International Jury)
1 Team Manager (Coach)
10 Players
2 Referees
2 Mechanics
1 Doctor or Physiotherapist
1 Interpreter
The European Motoball Junior Championship is open to riders that get 12 years of age and who
are under, or reach 18 years during the year of the event. The players participating in the
EUROPEAN MOTOBALL JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP 2018 may only be allowed to compete
if part of a Team which is holder of a FIM Europe team license valid for the current year.
Furthermore It is of course clear that it is compulsory for all junior players to be also holder of
the national licence plus the starting permission issued by the national Federation. They must
have helmets in one color. A Team may have more than 18 persons but in this case, they
have to pay 35€ for each person and day incl. Breakfast or 70€ including 3 meals per day.
Entry closing date: 20.06.2018

Number of Motorcycles: Each team may use up to 10 motorcycles for each game provided
that they have passed the technical inspection prior the start of the event
Fuel: The organizer will provide the participating teams with gasoline for every single
match free of charge
Organization of the Championship:


Arrival day

August 8, 2018



Technical inspection

August 9, 2018

8:00 - 11:00h



Jury meeting

August 9, 2018

9:00 - 10:00h




Referee Meeting

August 9, 2018

10:00 - 11:00h

Opening ceremony

August 9, 2018

11:00 - 11:30



First match

August 9, 2018

11:40

The games schedule will depend on the number of participating teams according to the
scheme specified in Annex 076. The Organizer is allowed to divide the games schedule into
the number of the Championship days and change as well the games schedule during one
day so that the hosting team for example may play the last match of the day.
However this is allowed only if no other team has to play 2 matches after each other
All matches are divided into min. 3 x 15 minutes periods. There will be 5 minutes break after
each period.
All teams will meet each other during the qualifying matches. The points scored being as
follows:


3 points for the winning team



1 point for the draw



0 points for the loosing team

The classification of the qualifying matches is made by addition of points scored by each
team. In case of a tie the classification will be made as follows:
1) The result of the match between the teams in tie
2) The difference of goals scored and received
3) Maximum goals scored
4) If the tie still persists there will be a series of 4 penalties by 4 different players for
each team and then 1 penalty for each team until one team fails to score
5) It will be semi-final matches between a) first and forth classified teams and b) second and
third classified teams
The winner of each semi-final goes to the final, the losing teams have to play for the 3rd
and 4th place in the Championship final classification.
Prize giving:


The FIM Europe will provide medals for first three teams and a Challenge/Trophy for
the European Champion



The three best teams of the Championship will be awarded with Cups provided by the
Organizer



All participating teams will receive souvenir medals provided by the Organizer

Officials
International Jury


Jury President (FIM Europe Delegate) (voting rights) - Mr. Thomas Staudt(DMSB)



MFR Delegate (no voting rights) - Mr. Nikita Tepper



1 Delegate from each FMN taking part in the Championship (voting rights)



Head of Referees (no voting rights) - Mr. Minayev (MFR)



Jury Secretary or Secretary of the Meeting (no voting rights) - tba

Financial Conditions
The Organizer will provide the accommodation starting from August 8th PM until August
13th AM as well as 3 meals per day starting from August 8th (dinner) until August 13th
(breakfast). Accommodation and meals will cost 25 EUR per day and person.
Notes:
Each team is urged to supply the MFR the information regarding their members,
especially for teams representing the countries which nationals must apply for
Russian entry visa. For this we need a list of team members , their function, pass
copy (first page), city where the visa application in Russian Embassy or Consulate
will be made with presentation of the invitation letter provided by MFR for this
purpose. This information should be supplied to MFR before at least June 10th ,
2018
The team members travelling to Russia by plane will be met at Moscow airport
and then transported to Kovrov by bus provided by the Organizer. As there are 3
international airports in Moscow it is highly recommended for practical reasons
to use the flights arriving to Domodedovo (DME) airport and at as closest time
as possible . To make these arrangements we need the appropriate information
about the flights as soon as possible but the 25th of July, 2018 at the latest
The buses transporting the bikes and other equipment of French, German and
Dutch teams must travel via Latvia or Lithuania as the entry to Russia from
Belarus would be illegal
Each team should supply the Organizer the following items prior the jury meeting:
- One audio compact disc with their national anthem
- 2 pieces of their national flags measuring 1m x 2 m
For practical reasons all correspondance should be addressed to MFR
International Department E-mail: international@mfr.ru

